
As two teenage friends living in the difficult 

aftermath of WW2 and thinking about what lies 

ahead regarding work, life and careers, Andre 

Parat and Bernard Pichon would meet and think, 

talk about and sketch ideas of how to turn good 

but unexciting second-hand saloons into sporting 

convertibles.  

Andre was training for a career in automotive 

sheet metal work; shaping and welding, while 

Bernard was from a privileged middle-class 

background. It was with money put up by 

Pichon, and the expertise of Parat, that brought 

into existence the company of Pichon Parat Sens. 

The Sens part may be interpreted as a sort of a 

promotional pun, as in making sense, i.e. 

Pichon-Parat, Sens (Pichon-Parat, of course!), 

but in truth it referred to the place where the 

new company was located; a small body shop at 

39 rue Mocquesouris, at Sens, in the department 

of Yonne, region of Burgundy. 

Pichon-Parat, sometimes simply referred to as 

Sens, was in essence a bodybuilding workshop 

where new panels were hand-formed by 

‘traditional’ coachbuilding methods. Their 

principal work was therefore not in repair, but in 

reworking the bodywork on existing cars to 

create new variants of the original. Over the next 

couple of years Pichon Parat transformed 40 

vehicles, mostly second-hand American, into 

vans, utilities and station wagons for tradesmen 



and traders at a time when such vehicles 

were difficult to obtain and expensive to 

buy. 

Then in 1949 they took a bulky Ford V8 

sedan and turned it into a coupe, the Ford 

Vedette, of which three were made. Pichon 

played a major part in the actual design, and 

took the key role in the design of many later 

Pichon-Parat models. The 

success of the coupe in 

terms of its promotional 

value opened up new 

horizons. Through his 

social contacts, Pichon 

attracted the clientele of 

“gentlemen-drivers”, and 

by rubbing shoulders at 

national motorsport 

meetings, met people 

who were in the position 

to order and pay for cars 

to suit their motorsport 

aspirations. Most were 

looking for suitable 

mounts to compete in the 

popular tarmac rallies 

and races of the time, 

and it was towards these 

that Pichon-Parat turned 

their attention…    

Arising from this new 

focus came the basis of a 

full car-building concern. 

They used the 

underpinnings from 

major manufacturers, as 

most specialist 

companies do, but from 

these manufactured cars 

that were recognisably 

their own models, 

whether in series or one-

offs. Thus the label 

Pichon-Parat Sens was 

born, rather than being a 

workshop that ‘simply’ 

remodelled existing 

vehicles. This began in 

earnest in 1950 and 

lasted through to 1965. 

The first models were 

two small series of sports 

coupes, or GTs.   
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However, over this period Pichon-Parat also 

built a whole range of special vehicles such as 

estate versions of Fiat and Peugeot sedans, 

‘shooting brake’ and 4-door versions of the 

Studebaker Avanti, plus gokarts, limos and 

much more. They even did film work, and built 

a special E-Type Jaguar for a French film. To 

many enthusiasts, Pichon-Parat became one of 

the foremost coachbuilding companies of 

France, at least of the post WW2 era, and also 

one of the most prolific. 

The first of their own sports coupes is probably 

the best known. It is also the most confusing to 

pin down, and the most prolific in numbers 

built. It is the Pichon-Parat Panhard Dyna Junior 

Coupe, and perhaps the Panhard Dyna 

Junior Roadster... The 

Pichon-Parat Junior Coupe is 

listed as being built between 

1950 and 1957, while the 

Panhard Junior Roadster 

production dates are quoted 

as being 1952 to April 1956… 

However this wasn’t the first 

Junior Roadster as there is 

clearly a closely related 

Panhard Dyna X Sport which 

was built in 1950 to compete 

in that year’s Le Mans 24 hr 

race. To mix the pot further, 

a factory related website 

says the Panhard Roadster is 

based on the X90 model 

Dyna, while the Sens car is 

based on the X87. The 

interesting thing is, an X90 is 

1950 Le Mans car above    

Rear end of Coupe below 
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not listed anywhere else, but may have been an 

internal code. 

All Dyna Juniors were built as coupes, roadsters 

or cabriolets, but look very different from the 

standard series Dyna X saloons, estates, vans 

and cabriolets whose mechanical underpinnings 

they use. The standard Dyna X models were all 

based on the same basic upright unibody made 

from aluminium pressings formed together into 

a single body structure that bolted up to the 

chassis. These cars stand tall at almost 60” and 

look substantial for their capacity, but their 

aluminium body-superstructure weighs only 200 

lb for the saloon (91kg, and less for the van and 

cabriolet). The saloon derivatives were 

manufactured between 1947 and 1954, but it 

appears that Panhard kept making the chassis 

for the Junior sport cars and coupes until 1956, 

with enough left over to last Pichon-Parat until 

1957 and beyond.  

The bare steel Dyna X chassis was also light, 

weighing only 80 lb. (36.3kg), while a fully 

equipped engine is only 65kg. Hence the weights 

for the original cars were quoted as 550kg to 

615kg (cabriolet, van to estate, saloon). These 

cars started with 610cc engines, then went to 

745cc and finally 851cc. Weight of the final 

saloons was said to be 649kg – still very light for 

a full 4/5 seater. And apparently some of the 

early ute type vehicles with 610cc engines and a 

simple rear tray weighed as little as 475kg. 

Soft top looks good on Roaster.  1st series 1 dash mimics grille 

Having fun: top folded not so tidy, unlike promo photo below 
showing tonneau in place 
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However, the Junior Roadster and Cabriolet 

models are often quoted as being 630 and 

634kg, while the Sens Coupe has been written 

as weighing 650kg, and sometimes even more. 

This seems high considering the above 

mentioned saloon weights. They were, however, 

built in steel; both the Panhard Junior Roadster 

and Cabriolet, and Pichon-Parat Junior Coupe. 

The original cars, designed by the famous lateral 

thinking, and sometimes controversial Jean-

Albert Grégoire, were constructed in aluminium 

to satisfy the post WW2 austerity requirements 

of the French government – when steel had to 

be imported. The sports model bodies, being 

totally different, and of lower volume, could 

afford to be made in cheaper steel.  

But still, the sizes of the sports models were 

considerably less than the saloon, leaving a 

question mark over the non-factory quoted 

weights for these cars. Certainly the American 

Devin Panhard using the base chassis and GRP 

Rear end shots indicate the almost 
bespoke nature of the Roadster, 
suggesting they have been more 
handmade than production line.  

Central photo: S2 car with S1 taillights 
and dash. Top left; mixture again Bottom 
right is a post 1960 car. Others had 
vertically arranged lamps in twos or 
threes… 

 



body weighed approximately 1000lb/ 454kg, 

depending on spec, while other similar Pichon-

Parat models were quoted to weigh in around 

500kg! Taking all this into account, the Pichon-

Parat coupes may have ended up weighing the 

oft quoted 650kg, but considering the reduction 

in glass, interior trim, seats etc, one would 

expect it to be similar in weight to a ute, plus the 

added weight of a body in a 1 gauge thinner 

steel (say 80 to 85 kg on top, making it 560 

rather than 650kg). Remember also, the Coupes, 

and later Roadsters were built with sport in 

mind, where weight is the arch enemy, 

especially in the smaller engined classes.  

For comparison the measurements were; Length 

x Width x Height 

Saloon / Estate  150.4 / 57 / 60.2” 

(3820 / 1440 / 1530 mm) 

Junior Cabriolet  147.0 / 60 / 51.0” 

(3734 / 1524 / 1295 mm) 

Junior Roadster  145.0 / 59.1 / 50.5”   

(3683 / 1500 / 1283 mm) 

Pichon-Parat Coupe  145.7 / 59.8 / 51.2”   

(3700 / 1520 / 1300 mm) 

All Dyna X models, saloons or sports, have a 

wheelbase of only 83.9” (2130mm) and tracks 

f/r of 48” (1220mm), and yet because they are 

so compact, and don’t have large overhangs, 

they appear bigger than they actually are; until 

seen alongside something else!  



Pichon-Parat used steel in a number of their 

cars, and most often used it as a structural 

unibody-monocoque form, so their steel bodied 

Junior Roadster based Coupes would be like 

smaller steel-unibody replacements for the 

aluminium saloon bodies. To this 

end, it may well have been the 

case that Pichon-Parat actually 

built the Roadsters for Panhard, 

although it is not said so. They are 

given as the designers of the 

Coupe, which started production 

two years before the Roadster, and 

the lower halves of the cars appear 

pretty much identical. They are 

also credited with being the builder 

of the estate versions of the 

saloon, of which 4000 or so were 

made to order. Production 

numbers for the Juniors stands at 

3,937, although it appears that 

Pichon-Parat continued to supply 

cars after the 1957 production 

end-by date.  

There is one -more possible 

confusion to be cleared up now 

too, and that’s the cabriolet issue. 

There was a very rare saloon 

based 2-door cabriolet, and a 

Junior Roadster based Cabriolet. The latter looks 

very similar to the Roadster, but is deeper and 

longer in the boot area. Its body is marginally 

taller too, and is more fully trimmed. Lots of 

little nuances appear between models and years; 



some models look a little untidy in their front 

end detailing while others are cleaner. In a 1954 

model update the lavish chrome grille from the 

saloon was dropped in favour of a simpler 

opening with an alloy cross-blade filling the 

space, plus a revised dash with two main dials. 

There seemed to be quite a number of (minor) 

variations on this theme too, over the 4-7 or so 

years of manufacture. 

The engine for the Dyna Panhards is an air 

cooled flat-twin that started at 610cc, then went 

to 745cc in 1950 and on to 851cc in 1952. Later 

CD and CT versions were 848cc. The motors 

hang out in front of the axle line with the 4-

speed gearbox behind, and the differential 

behind that driving the front wheels (with the X-

series, an X84 and X85 meant 610cc, X86 

equalled 745cc in three states of tune, and X87 

meant 851cc in 40 and 42bhp forms). Did X90 

refer to one of the later 50bhp engines? 

The Pichon-Parat Junior Coupe started with the 

745cc X86 engine developing a grand 37bhp but 

moved onto the 851cc X87 variant that had 

40bhp @5000rpm and 65 lb.ft of torque in 1952, 

and then 42bhp with the same torque when that 

became available in ‘54. The engines are a 

short-stroke air-cooled flat-twin with 84.8 x 

74.9mm bore x stroke for the 851. Supercharged 

versions with a MAG type blower were available 

too from 1955, giving 60bhp DIN and 90mph. 

The engineering featured a number of different 

approaches including valves being returned by 

concentric torsion bars, hollow aluminium 

pushrods, roller bearings for the mains and big 

ends of a patented Panhard design, all of which 

were designed to reduce inertia and friction and 

thus help the engine to rev freely and produce 

Chalk and Cheese: two concurrent Junior based models  
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more power with less fuel. To put this into 

perspective, the 1955 VW Beetle had 30 bhp 

from 1192cc, the original 1959 Morris Mini 

managed 34 bhp from 848cc, the 1956-59 845cc 

Renault Dauphine 4 offered 32 bhp (or 37bhp in 

Gordini trim for 1959) while by 1955 the 

Panhard Z engines were developing 42bhp; all 

from an 851cc air-cooled twin running a 7.25:1 

compression and single downdraft carb! The 

more powerful engines with 50 bhp DIN were in 

by 1958 but were a little less economical, yet 

still averaged 28.6mpg in the Junior. 

The little 750 models were said to get along at 

about 81mph and the 850 at 84mph. Standard 

start acceleration was not startling, even with a 

4-speed gearbox, but at around 20.3 seconds to 

60mph for the 745cc 

model it compared 

favourably with the 

later 1959 Frogeye 

Sprite (948cc, 83mph, 

0:60 in 20.5 sec). Of 

course, faster twin carb 

versions could be 

made: Pichon-Parat 

produced some special 

models for French 

national racing events. 

However, the standard 

cars were quite popular 

in racing - very much 

so in America under 

category H where 

available tuning gear 

could up power figures 

to around 80bhp. 

The frame for all the 
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Dyna X cars featured two deep and narrow 

rectangular-section side rails with large 

lightening slots along their outer sides. Between 

these was a large tubular cross-member at the 

rear, a medium one midway, and beam across 

the front with a forward facing central section 

designed to carry the suspension plus the 

combined transmission-engine unit. The front 

suspension consists of upper and lower 

transverse leaf springs which act as both 

springing medium and location, forming double 

wishbone style geometry. The rear suspension 

uses three transverse torsion bars per side 

attached to a form of trailing arm that is in turn 

attached to the front of the hubs. Also affixed to 

each hub is a form of live back axle that is in the 

Each page, 9, 10 and 11 
shows front and rear 
views of the 3 major body 
styles for the Dolomite 

Note curve on side 
glazing of all versions, 
plus vestigial tailfins to 
contain airflow 

 



shape of a herringbone or chicken wishbone, 

which locates at its apex via a large rubber bush 

mounted on the chassis crossmember. It is an 

unusual design that partially combines the effect 

of a beam axle with that of an independent 

suspension, and yet is light and therefore has 

low unsprung weight. 

Of the quoted 3,937 Juniors built, most of were 

Roadsters and Cabriolets. As a footnote to this 

model, there appear from time to time photos 

and data on Dyna Juniors up to the 1963 model 

year! There are two listed as being 196X models. 

In Panhard X lore, the number in front of the X 

denotes the maximum speed in kph. So this 

1963 car is supposedly a 196kph/ 122mph 

machine. All from 851cc (supercharged?)! 

Perhaps it has one of the stretched motors used 

at Le Mans. However, the metric CdX for the 

Dyna Junior has been quoted as 0.58, better 

than the best Audi, and 

indeed, better than most 

cars. However, the Dyna-X 

saloon with a 0.28 Cd is 

listed as having a 0.54 CdX 

and yet has a lower top 

speed with the same gearing 

(130kph vs. 137kph)… 

Mechanical friction should be 

almost identical, as is power, 

tyres etc, meaning the CdX 

of the Junior should be lower 

than 0.54, not higher. My 

estimations make 0.508 

rather than 0.58 look 

conservative.   

Between 1954 and 1956 

Pichon-Parat made the 

Pichon-Parat Panhard 



Dolomite that was also based on the front wheel 

drive Panhard X87 chassis. Most were used in 

motorsport and therefore had the most up to 

date engines including the later Z model 

mechanicals. In fact, these were the first of 

Pichon-Parat’s bespoke motorsport models for 

the above mentioned ‘gentleman driver’. 

Dolomites were built in at least three distinctly 

different versions of the same essential body 

shape, all of which were in sports coupe form or 

Berlinette with two of these being available as 

convertibles.  It is unknown how many were 

built, but it is thought to be in the several tens; 

may be 20, 30, 40 or so. These cars looked 

bigger than the Junior Coupes, but that is 

because they are low and have longer 

overhangs. They weigh just 500kg, or 

thereabouts depending on the exact edition. The 

ones with more rounded noses (two tone painted 

car, for example) are built in aluminium. The 

split front windscreen models with egg-crate 

grilles are made in steel. All have some 

interesting features to their shapes. Since all the 

cars were built for competition, it would seem 

out of keeping to build steel bodied versions if 

they ended up being greatly heavier, although 

one could accept a little extra weight in return 

for a higher level of robustness and knock 

resistance!  3rd series Dolomite on previous page closest looking to Alfa 
Romeo Bat 9 (or vice versa)  



A 38bhp 745cc Dolomite is said to have been 

able to muster 90mph or better, which is not out 

of the way, because the 816kg Dyna Z saloon 

with 44bhp 851cc motor is quoted as having a 

90mph maximum. Panhard, it is noted, was very 

interested in economical but advanced 

technology, and this was evident in their body 

design, for despite its external trim and non-

flush glazing, the Z saloon had a quoted Cd of 

only 0.26. Sens were interested in 

aerodynamics, too, as noted above in the CdX of 

the Junior. No figures are provided for the 

Dolomites, but look at the vague similarities to 

the Bertone BAT studies in aerodynamics from 

1953 to 55; the ’55 Alfa Romeo BAT 9 being the 

closest to some of the various ’54-56 Dolomites 

in both its frontal features and the curl of the 

backlight glazing …and wing line that mimics it. 

The most slippery BAT, the 7, had a Cd of just 

0.19, but the more production looking BAT 9 was 

around 0.23. A 1962 Panhard CD Grand 

Tourisme’ Cd is 0.22; these could do 180kph/ 

112mph with 580kg and just 60hhp. 

Note also the flow of the front wheel arches, and 

how the rear of the arch is flowed into the 

bodywork. These sorts of features add up to 

greater aero stability and better penetration. 

100mph/ 160kph should easily have been 

exceeded with the 851 motors. 

Other interesting asides about these engines 

make one aware that they were open to tuning 

and expansion. All the models listed in standard 

factory tune have only one centrally mounted 

Zenith carburettor that feeds two separate long 

inlet tracts to each cylinder head; good for 

torque, but usually not so much for power… The 

finned cylinder barrels are all aluminium, as is 

the crankcase, and are removable. Thus they 

can be replaced by bigger barrels, just like in a 

VW Beetle, and by the late 1950s special 953cc 

engines producing 70bhp were available for 

Ventoux photo taken at Bédoin - cars are all Panhard based: 
Dolomites, roadster Ferry, a Dyna X saloon Bellow: another 
Dolomite variation in competition – where? 
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performance use. By 1964 they were up to 

almost 1300cc.  

Last production Sens-Panhard model was the 

Pichon-Parat Dyna Z Tiger cabriolet from 1958 

on. It was really a sports car, but by all 

appearances one aimed more at regular road 

used than competition. It is quite quirky in its 

style, but all the same was not styled without 

thought, for the lines and detailing around the 

windscreen/ scuttle, wheel arches, ‘grille’ entry 

and tapering tail show that air flow over the 

body was still important to 

Pichon-Parat.  

Being a Dyna Z, the new 

car used the Z chassis, but 

in this case a shortened 

one, because the saloon 

had a long 101” wheelbase 

(maybe the same 88.6” 

version used in the later 

factory built Panhard CD 

Grand Tourisme). The Z 

uses a large diameter 

tubular backbone that 

culminates in a similar 

crossbeam at the rear 

forming a ‘T’. The front 

structure that supports all 

the mechanicals including 

the suspension was now in the form of a multi-

tube frame that closely hugs the engine and 

transmission. A new feature for the engine was 

the fan, which previously had been an exposed 

2-blader attached to the nose of the crank. With 

the Z, helping it fit within its shallow rounded 

nose, was a fully aluminium shrouded radial flow 

fan, which is again bolted to crank shaft nose. 

Power started at 42bhp in 1956 but for the 1958 

Tigre rose to 50bhp, and later to 60bhp DIN 

when the CD came along in ‘62. Early cars were 

had an all-aluminium alloy body made from a 
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material called Duralinox that has an appreciable 

content of magnesium and copper plus several 

other trace metals in lower percentages. It is an 

aluminium that starts off with standard 

aluminium properties, but hardens when worked 

–effective for formed alloy bodies. These cars 

started off at 710kg, but then, because steel was 

much cheaper, Panhard started to change over 

to steel. By 1956, all the alloy bodywork was 

gone and with further addition of heavier 

suspension, brakes and so forth to cope with the 

added weight; to that add upgraded accessories 

and trim levels, and the last Dyna Z’ ended 

weighing up to 850kg, depending on variant. The 

aluminium Dolomites also used Duralinox in their 

construction.  

Other interesting mechanical features were the 

drive shafts that consisted of concentric tubes 

with rubber in the void between the inner and 

outer tubes with a Cardan style universal joint at 

the inner end next to the transaxle, and a double 

Cardan style constant velocity join at the outer 

end by the wheel instead of a regular CV. 

The transmission, still a four-speed 

manual plus differential in cast 

aluminium case, was cable operated by 

a column shift, although an automatic 

was also listed. Synchromesh was incorporated 

on the top three gears, and remained that way 

until the end. However, second, third and fourth 

gears were of herringbone design, alleviating the 

need for thrust bearings. 

A conventional cable operated friction clutch is 

most commonly fitted, but an interesting 

magnetic clutch filled with iron particles was 

optional in some markets. This worked by a coil 

fixed to the casing, that when energized, caused 

the metal particles between the rotating casing 

on the crankshaft and the driving disc fixed to 

the gearbox input shaft to ‘stiffen’. The electricity 

was supplied by a special double generator, one 

set of windings supplying the battery and the 

rest of the electrical system, the other set of 

windings powering the magnetic clutch. As the 

engine accelerated above idle speed, the 

generator (not alternator) began energizing the 

magnetic clutch, progressively connecting the 

crankshaft with the primary shaft of the gearbox. 

The result was no need for a clutch pedal as the 

clutch automatically engaged and disengaged 

around idle. In many respects, its principle in 

concept is not unlike the modern magneto-

rheological damper. 

Front and rear suspension is essentially the 

same as on the X-model cars, but with long 

angled telescopic dampers at the front. As 
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before, the rear suspension 

pivots around a central 

chassis mounted bush which 

fixes its roll-centre location; 

i.e. at the bush, which is 

quite high. To balance this, 

Panhard curved the two 

front transverse leaf springs 

downward towards their 

outer ends, thus raising the 

roll centre height up to more 

closely match the rear. Even 

though no anti-rollbars were 

fitted, the result would 

normally have been a flat 

cornering stance due to the 

high roll centres / short roll 

couple, but the cars had 

quite high ground clearance 

and soft springing, resulting 

in a greater than expected 

degree of lean when 

cornering hard. Under such 

conditions most Dyna 

models would three-wheel, 

lifting the back wheel when 

pushed and yet understeer 

was not too obvious unless 

thrown hard into a sharp 

corner. Indeed the cars had 

balance, roadholding and 

performance enough to earn 

them many motorsport 

awards.  

On the road the Tiger Z was quick, comfortable 

and dealt with undulations and poor surfaces 

with aplomb. And yet it handled well. Soft engine 

mounts fitted to smooth the coarseness of the 

two-cylinder four-stroke engine resulted in a 

slightly rubbery-vague gear-change and a clutch 

that took practice to move away smoothly. Third 

gear is direct top, so 4th is in effect an overdrive. 

This of course works well for sports models  

(depending on the final drive ratio), allowing 

them to pull higher speeds without over-revving.  

The 1959-60 Pichon-Parat Dyna Z Sport running 

a standard 50bhp Tigre engine, benefited from 

being over 100kg lighter than the saloon; and 

lower to the ground. As a result, acceleration 

was better, top speed increased to around 

160kph, and its centre of gravity was lower 

resulting in less roll and pitch. The unusual front 

‘grille’ opening, and indeed its front bodywork 

shape, drew a family DNA strand from the 

Panhard saloon –the car with a 0.26 Cd.  The 

rather over-the-top looking front and rear 

bumpers, though maybe considered a period 

styling gimmick, would have also acted as a form 

of splitter – not a modern ground effects splitter, 

but one that would stop much of the air being 

forced down under the car from the reverse-

sloping front end, and instead be diverted out to 

the sides of the car. Likewise, the rear bumper 

would help separate much of the upper and 

underbody airflow from mixing and causing 

turbulent drag behind the car. 

Brakes, although drum, were said to be light to 

use and very effective. They are all outboard, 

with very light pedal pressure despite no power 

assistance. On later models cast aluminium alloy 

drums were fitted, with replaceable liners pinned 

in place, and were shaped to improve heat 

dissipation. Steering operates via a steering-rack 

mounted behind the front suspension, with a 

short column. Kingpins integral with the steering 

knuckles, turn in sockets pivoted on the leaf 



spring eyes. Steering too is quick and light 

without power assistance. The Panhard Z Tigre 

sold somewhere between the price of a VW 

Beetle and a small Peugeot, but there is no 

mention of the Pichon-Parat car’s price. It seems 

likely that very few were ever built, but it was 

listed through to 1960. 

Pichon-Parat also built a unique 

model based on a 1960 Panhard 

PL17. It was not powered for 

the 1960 Paris show and stayed 

that way for 30 years at Pichon-

Parat’s premises.  Eventually it 

was bought by an enthusiast 

and finally put together with a 

Tiger engine as originally 

planned. It was built on the 

same shortened wheelbase as 

the Tigre Z sports. 

The last new work Pichon-Parat 

did with Panhard was when 

Citroën competitions 

department commissioned 

Andre Parat in 1961 to design 

and build the original coupe 

version of Citroën ID. For this he drew on parts 

and aspects of the Citroën Ami 6 which went on 

to influence the later Panhard CT.  Pichon-Parat 

also experimented with a shortened ID saloon 

fitted with a Panhard twin, as a sort of in-

between model. It had a 120kph top speed. 

However, the Panhard CT came along instead. 

But we need to go back in time to look at some 

of the other significant early Sens models.  

 In 1953 and ’54 Pichon-Parat built three special 

Salmson 2300S based GTs. The 1953 car was a 

Pichon-Parat Salmson 2300S coupe that closely 

resembled the Panhard Dolomite coupes, but 

was larger. However, the Salmson 2300S is 

listed as having a slightly shorter wheelbase than 

the more common GT cars, and yet they are 

essentially one and the same car officially and 

mechanically. The dimensions given were 101.8” 

verses 105.7” (2685, 2586mm) with a weight of 

1151kg in its special 

Charbonneaux form as 

opposed to 1247kg of the 

GT. Aside from that and 

its engine specs, tracks 

and other dimensions 

remained much the same, 

as did its chassis.  

The Charbonneaux 

roadster was also said to 

have a CdX of 0.65 

compared with 0.74 of 

the standard Salmson 

coupe bodies. Pichon-

Parat would no doubt 

have had this in mind 

when styling their coupe. 



Engines for these cars were a dohc straight four 

of 2328cc capacity, in a rather pre-war under-

square format of 84 x 105mm bore and stroke. 

However, the cars including their engines were 

all new models for 1953. The S gave 77 kW or 

105 bhp at 5000rpm and 119 lb.ft torque at 

3500rpm, and reached 60mph in 12.4 seconds 

and went to 111mph (179 kph) flat out. The 

factory GT models had a little more power and 

torque (111bhp, 129 lb.ft) but were slower due 

to their greater weight and size.  

Chassis design was fairly traditional and an 

evolution of the pre-war design with double 

wishbone suspension up front using longitudinal 

torsion bars and telescopic dampers, hydraulic 

drum brakes and rack 

and pinion steering 

(some say worm and 

peg). The driven back 

axle was live with 

semi-elliptic leaf 

springs and telescopic 

dampers.   

Pichon-Parat made 

the rest up 

themselves so final 

weights for example, 

drag and performance 

figures would have 

changed. Pichon-Parat’s 

Salmson 2300S coupe of 

1953 coincided with the 

new 2300S’ first year of 

manufacture, and so  

used the newly available 

shorter chassis in    

conjunction with its S 

engine. This car does 

not appear in available 

race results, but this 

does not to say it lived a 

sheltered life. 

The 1954 car, which in 

overall shape does not 

Previous page: Dolomite looking Salmson. This page: 2
nd

  car 
with different fronts Below: Dolomite and Salmson 1954   
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appear dissimilar to Ferrari Inter and Mexico 

models of the period, did compete in some major 

European events. It was called the Pichon-Parat 

Salmson2300GS, reviving a competition 

nomenclature from the 1930s, to acknowledge 

the use of the GT engine and S chassis, 

perhaps…  

 This car appeared in the October1954 Paris 

Salon, alongside a Dolomite. It was prepared for 

competition and driven by Cotton and Lemerle. 

It had a rather aggressive mouth with twin 

bumperettes and driving lamps leading into the 

radiator duct. The leading edges were nicely 

rounded and shaped to flow air in, but it is 

suggested that they still had some cooling issues 

as the front end was soon changed to a more 

traditional style egg-crate grille and given two 

extra spot lamps. It may be that the engine was 

additionally tuned for competition, for a year 

later the 1956 production GT got an uprated 

motor of 115bhp that gave it a 180kph 

(112mph) top speed. Certainly, pictures exist of 

engines with a large twin-choke sidedraft 

carburettor fitted – the base engines had a 

single twin-choke Solex carburettor, but it is not 

specified what size or type (down or sidedraft). 

Drive was via a 4-speed synchromesh manual or 

Cotal semi-automatic gearbox. 

Cotton and Lemerle finished second in the 1955 

Lyon-Charbonnières rally, then second again in 

the Liege-Rome-Liège event, behind Gendebien’s 

Mercedes-Benz 300SL. These two were also 

running third in the Monte Carlo rally of the 

same year, but due to some problems at a 

control point, were demoted to 15th place. 

In December 1954 a third car was released. It 

was based on an even shorter 2350mm/ 92.5” 

wheelbase, and was driven by rally driver 

Vincent. The actual chassis was a special version 

that Salmson produced themselves in very small 

numbers from 1953 on, specifically aimed at 

competition use. It was called the 2300 GS… The 

original two factory cars, bodied by Esclassan, 

weighed 980kg and measured 4050 x 1610 x 

1360 (L x W x H; 159.4 x 63.4 x 53.5”). This 

third Pichon-Parat car looks were altogether 

more compact and competition orientated, and 

features a grille similar to later number two car. 

Sens built no more Salmson cars, and for 1956 

tried their hand at both the Lancia Aurelia B20 

GT and the Simca 9 Aronde. 

Salmson dohc 4-cylinder engine  Below: Charbonneaux  



However, coincidental with the Salmson and 

Panhard was another all new Sens series that 

being 4CV based, was quite the contrary to both 

these cars. Their first model was very much a 

coupe version of the standard Renault 4CV 

saloon. The first of these cars first appeared in 

1951 or ‘52. Its lines are a fluid and simple 

derivation of the original car that were described 

by observers at the times as being handsome 

and attractive. 

Unfortunately there 

were some issues with 

suitable supply 

resulting in fewer 

being built than 

originally planned. 

 In early 1954 Pichon-

Parat showed an all-

new, modern and 

stunning looking car 

called the Izoard, 

built with an 

aluminium body 

and featuring 

gullwing doors at 

a time when such 

a term had yet to 

be ‘invented’. 

Sens called them 

butterfly doors. 

Technically, the 

Renault 4CV is a 

unitary 

constructed car 

that uses two 

main U-section 

rails down each 

side in the sill 

area, between 

which the floor 

spans and upon which the 

superstructure-body sits. These 

rails narrow in at each end of the 

car to take the loads of the 

suspension arms and springs, 

plus rear mounted engine and 

transaxle at the back. This base 

is free-standing and able be 

adapted to a new monocoque 

style body-unit as required.  

 The 4CV was an all-new 

approach for Renault, and 

forward thinking for its time with 

coil sprung double wishbones 

and telescopic dampers at the 

front, plus a coil sprung swing 

axle at the rear. Brakes are drums all round, 

hydraulically operated, while steering uses a 

forward mounted rack and pinion actuating 

compact and lightweight hubs and steering 

arms. Tracks and wheelbase are small; 47.5” 

(1207mm) front and rear, and 82.5” (2095mm), 

while kerb weight is just 560kg. However, to 

accommodate these dimensions with 4 people on 
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board, the car is relatively tall at 57.9” or 

1470mm.  

The Izoard kept the base dimensions, but built a 

body that was no more than around 45” or 

1145mm off the ground. It is not said whether 

Pichon-Parat used a welded in steel floor with an 

aluminium body affixed on top, or an all-

aluminium unit-body structure which included 

the floor, but the dry weight reduced to 480 to 

500kg (again, 60- 80kg difference). 

The engine and gearbox of the 4CV were 

certainly not aimed at the performance 

orientated with 3-speeds and 747cc producing 

19bhp, and giving a 59mph top speed. At least 

that was the original base package. Other people 

saw the car’s potential, and soon began offering 



upgrades. By 1955 Alpine was on the scene, and 

their original A106 had up the power to 30bhp @ 

4200prm which was available through Renault as 

the 1063 Sport kit. By 1952 the standard motor 

had gone up to 21bhp at 4200rpm! 5200rpm 

was listed as the maximum revs for the 1063 

sport, with 8.2:1 compression, so with power 

dropping off from 4200rpm, something could be 

done with the breathing… before the end of the 

decade 43 bhp was available from the 747cc - 

748cc engine, but with a bore/ stroke of 54.5 x 

89mm it was never going to be a revver. 

No performance figures have been published for 

the Izoard, but Pichon-Parat offered the car with 

standard 1062 and 1063 sports options fitted, or 

without engine and gearbox ready for the 

customer to fit their own. Certainly, the 1957 

Alpine 106 with a single-choke Solex carburettor 

was developing 43bhp, and still with 747cc. 

These cars, of slightly greater weight, were able 

to do 96mph (154kph). And by then 5-speed 

transaxles were available, helping improve 

acceleration and providing an opportunity for 

higher 5th speed 

gearing. 

The original gullwing 

Berlinette caused 

quite a reaction when 

it was displayed in a 

special booth 

organised by Pichon-

Parat for the 1954 

Paris Salon, aided by 

a well-known actor 

and actress. In 1956 

Pichon-Parat showed 

a new Roadster 

version of the Izoard 

at the same show. Total numbers 

manufactured is an unknown, but they 

are listed as being available from 1954 

to 1957, after which no more mention 

was made of their manufacture. Some 

went straight into competition as can be 

seen in the photos, including the 1954 

Bol d’Or, the 1955 and ‘56 Tour de 

Corse, 56-57 Millie Miglia, Mont 

Ventoux, Lyon-Charbonnières and 

others.  

There isn’t a lot of evidence on how the 

cars drive, but there is some… The short 

http://www.servimg.com/image_preview.php?i=384&u=12074957


steering arms noted above 

may have alarmed some 

drivers when hurrying a 

4CV, but in the low slung 

and more sporting Izoard it 

made for more nimble 

handling and sharp steering 

through the mountain 

passes. The swing axle rear 

is not noted for the extreme 

lift-off tuck in that some 

swing axle cars have a 

reputation for.  

Part of this may be because 

the double wishbone 

front suspension is 

unlikely to have a 

ground level roll-centre 

(like on a VW), therefore 

taking a greater role in 

resisting roll when 

cornering. Another help 

may be because the 

Renault’s swing arm 

suspension is not located 

by a parallel radius arm 

on each side; radius 

arms cause the rear 

wheels to toe in when 

the car lifts on its rear 

suspension- the more 

parallel the arms are, the more 

excessive the toe-in tends to be. 

Toe-in jacks a car up as it travels 

forward, especially if the roll centre 

is high… All the competition photos 

show the Izoard looking balanced 

and cornering flat.  

In 1952, between the two Renault 

4CV models, the Sens operation 

built a Renault Frégate cabriolet.  

The Frégate was an altogether 

bigger front engined-rear drive car 

with a 77bhp 1996cc 4-cylinder 

engine. There were saloons, and 

estates.  A 80bhp 2141cc engine 

with more torque was offered to 

address power complaints when a 

3-speed auto was listed as optional. 

Note upright rear wheels in 
cornering despite swig axles 

Right: an original promotional 
picture 

Workshop construction site 

 



For all that, a number of coachbuilders including 

the Italian Motto Rosier and French-Italian 

Autobleu Abarth (in 1955) built Frégate coupes – 

some of which were rallied so there must have 

been some sporting potential there.  

Even with a Weber carb, the admittedly large 

Abarth coupe managed just 93mph, which was 

OK for the time. There is another rather eye-

catching coupe built around the same period 

which some people attribute as being a Frégate 

built by Pichon-Parat. However, it has small 

suicide doors that look 

Panhard related to 

me. 

In 1955, Pichon-Parat 

built another car on 

the same principle as 

the Salmson, but in 

this case it was based 

on the underpinnings 

of an historic 

manufacturer that had 

already succumbed to 

post WW2 austerity by 

1953. The base was a 

1947 model Delage D6 

3-litre. Not a lot is 

written about the car, 

other than the fact 

that the actual chassis 

and mechanicals were 

from an historic 

competition car; the 

number four of five 

Delage D6-3L models 

built during 1946 and 

47 to compete at Le Mans and other significant 

events. These were the last true sporting Delage 

models built.  

The open bodied sport-racing Delage D6 models 

weighed 950kg and produced 142bhp @5300rpm 

from an iron block, alloy head ohv 2988cc 

straight-six engine (83.7 x 90.5mm bore/stroke) 

that was fed by three single choke Solex 44HD 

carburettors. This sat on a 106.3” wheelbase 

ladder chassis with double wishbone and 

transverse leaf front suspension and semi-elliptic 

leaf sprung live rear axle, using friction dampers 

all round. With its 4-speed manual gearbox it 

could manage a 130mph top speed.  

At the time Pichon-Parat converted the car it was 

an old no-longer competitive competition car 

that none-the-less made a fair basis for a sports 

special. People thought the Pichon-Parat D6-3L 

bore a resemblance to the Mismaque with its 

flowing lines culminating in high tail fins. Yet 

others thought it had the mark of a Loewy 

design, which is not too farfetched… more anon. 

Top left: a Pichon Parat Panhard car? 

Right: Delage engine with 3 carburettors 

Only photos of Delage based car below 
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The actual car was bought in more 

recent times by a collector in the USA 

and rebuilt to resemble its original 

Delage form. I wonder if the owner paid 

any respect to the Sens body, or simply 

dumped it? 

1955 to 1959 was a very prolific period 

for Pichon-Parat with respect to 

presenting new designs and proposals, 

producing limited edition models, and 

with manufacturing tie-ups with the likes 

of Panhard. It is perhaps interesting to 

look at the various proposals and note 

just how diverse they are in terms of 

design and style. This is because, when 

seeking a contract with a major manufacturer, a 

specialist company needs to present something 

that looks in keeping with the manufacturer’s 

current range of cars, or its tradition, while at 

the same time presenting something that is 

stylish enough to capture people’s imagination. 

Because various manufactures cars were quite 

different at the time, as they explored the new 

post-war age of unibody design, the Sens cars 

needed to follow suit. They also needed to be on 

the ball in the sense that they had to focus on 

the new range of modern models coming on line, 

not the old, and be there with a ‘want me’ 

offering before their competitors had time to 

react.   

Early in 1956 Pichon-Parat presented a Berlinette 

based on Lancia Aurelia B20 GT underpinnings. 

The Aurelia was already one of the new breed 

with modern unitary construction, advanced all This page Lancia, next page Simca based, following 
page Peugeot 403 panoramic   
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round suspension although with the unusual 

choices of independent sliding pillar front and de 

Dion rear, a 2451cc 60 degree V6 with a more 

modern 8:1 compression (most French cars were 

7.5:1 or below to account for poor fuel) and 

around 118bhp. And although not an especially 

light 1050kg, their balance and sufficient power 

was giving Lancia some motor racing successes. 

So… there were no mechanical changes to be 

made, just the body. With so many opinionated 

aficionados to ‘satisfy’, the Pichon-Parat offering 

drew both positive and negative praise. Some 

thought they had ruined the Italian style while 

others thought they had brought it back to a 

distinctive classical line. Certainly the four 

headlights proved to be a point of discussion… It 

is thought only one was built. 

Still in 1956 Sens were again looking at another 

French base for a sporting Berlinette, and as 

with the Lancia, going for a ‘larger’ front engined 

model that had a future and could augment the 

smaller Panhard and Renault based cars already 

in production. They chose the new Simca 9 

Aronde. The ‘9’ used the recently introduced 

1290cc engine that had just superseded the 

1221cc ‘8’ motor; these being CV tax ratings. 

Factory models were developing 57, and up to 

70 bhp in special tune, which was quite 

acceptable provided too much weight was not 

involved; power wise, they were certainly better 

than most 1300cc engines of the period. Smaller 

engines were in vogue at the time as the French 

Government was still severely taxing cars over 

2-litres, making it hard for French companies to 

build and sell larger engined models. 

Still, the performance of the standard 953kg 

Simca saloon with base 48bhp motor was slightly 

less than the 850cc Panhard Junior. The 

attractive Aronde Coupe Sport was faster, 

especially with its 57bhp engine, and things 

improving further with the slightly more powerful 



62bhp Montlhéry models. They were all based on 

the same 96.2” floorpan that unusually for a 

regular front engined rear drive car had a wider 

rear track (49.3 versus 48.3”). The factory 

coupes at 167.8 x 54.7” (L x H) were longer but 

over 5” lower than the saloon. They also had a 

respectable CdX of 0.65, yet the Pichon-Parat 

car, itself considered a stunner at the time, even 

today, was lither looking again. It needed the 

70bhp motor and less weight to make an impact, 

but Simca were justifiably happy with their 

existing ‘mini GT’, and they had started working 

on their own mini Thunderbird convertible, the 

1958 Océane, which with the later 70bhp engine 

could manage about 94mph on open form. So, 

nothing became of the Pichon-Parat car, which 

was a shame, for they were aiming at attracting 

a deal, not just building a few of. Sens were 

competing with others too at the time, but the 

only other one that looked as good as the factory 

built Simca Sport Coupe de Ville was the Plein 

Ciel. Simca aimed the Aronde at a more upbeat 

market-sector, and seemed to strike a balance 

for over 179,000 cars were sold in 1956 alone. 

After the Simca, 1956’s Pichon-Parat ‘specials’ 

were rounded off by a cabriolet version of the 

Renault Dauphine.  

For the 1957 Paris Salon, Pichon-Parat presented 

a coupé version of the relatively new Peugeot 

403, released late ’55. It was Peugeot’s ‘new 

world’ offering, and indeed is well regarded for 

that till this day. The chassis was an advanced 

unitary design, and its engine produced good 

power for the times. Displacing 1468 cc, the 

inline pushrod four had hemispherical 

combustion chambers with a crossflow layout. It 

produced 65 bhp (48 kW) at 5000 rpm and 75 

lb.ft@2500 rpm (102 Nm). An unusual feature 

for then was the thermostatically controlled 

engine fan which cut out at 75° and back in at 

84°. It was claimed to reduce fuel consumption 

over the then more common engine driven fan 

by 5-10%, according to driving style. The 4-

speed gearbox was an all syncro affair, which 

was uncommon at the time, with the option of 

an electro-magnetic clutch… Wheelbase 

dimensions were quite long for a car of its 

capacity, at 105”, as indeed was the overall 

length at 176” (2660 and 4470mm). The Pichon-

Parat car again kept to the standard mechanical 

sub-structure, and built on top what some 

commentators called a Panoramique coupe. 

Unless someone else made a similar car, it 

appears that a second one got built at the Sens 

workshop, but with a slightly higher roof that 

also looks good. 1957 saw a lot of other activity 

around building estates and such like for 

customers and companies. 

 Between 1956 and ’58 Pichon-Parat produced 

another low volume series based on the then 

current Talbot Lago Sport T13 and T14 LS.  Not 

to be confused with the T26 Grand Sport with 

4.5 litre engine which had ended production in 

1955, the Sport 2500 was a 2.5 litre model with 

a 4-cylinder engine. It took over from the T26 

which was one of the fastest production cars in 

the world at the time and attracted many 

coachbuilders. The Sport 2500 lasted until the 



end of Talbot Lago 

production when 

Antonio Lago sold 

out to Simca in 

1959. 

For the USA Lago 

fitted a BMW 2.5 

litre V8 and sold it 

as the America. 

The V8 produced 

about 15 bhp less 

than the Talbot 

motor; however, 

for the 1956 Le 

Mans, Talbot Lago 

and Ecurie 

Dubonnet entered 

two cars fitted 

with 2499cc 

Maserati inline-6 

dohc race engines, 

which has resulted 

in some people 

thinking that all Talbot Lago Sport 2500 

models are Maserati powered. These two 

cars wore special streamline bodies that 

earned them the title of most beautiful 

least successful race car! One didn’t start, 

and the other succumbed to gearbox failure 

after 1 hour. There was also another 

3168cc BMW V8 powered car entered too 

by another team, but it did not start either. 

The Talbot engine measured 2490cc with 

bore and stroke of 89.4 x 98.8mm. They 

were dohc and used a lot of aluminium in 

their construction, and produced 120bhp 

@5000 rpm. Talbot also replaced the 

previously used Wilson pre-selector 

gearbox with a fully synchromesh 4-speed 

manual. The factory Coupe measured 

164.9 x 64.7 x 51.7” (L x W x H: 4210 x 

1650 x 1320mm) with a wheelbase of 98.3” 

(2510mm) and weighed just 1000kg. It was 

also said to have a Cd of 3.0, and a CdX of 

0.65. 0:60mph took 10.9 seconds while top 

speed was 124mph. 

Rather than provide chassis to coachbuilders 

as before, Lago supplied most of the cars 

complete, ex-factory, and had but one 

factory body which was a very attractive 

2+2 coupe.  It is said that 54 chassis were 

built, of which 2 were the 2.5 litre Maserati 

models, with two others sent to a Carrosserie 

to fit a sports body. This was supposed to 

leave 52 factory production cars… Another 



source quotes 56 chassis, but here are photos of 

at least three different Pichon-Parat cars, 

probably four. I say probably four as the forth 

car is more angular around the snout and just 

may be a copy-body on a coupe chassis…? At 

least one person in the States has converted a 

BMW powered model with a Pichon-Parat Sport 

2500 style body. 

Still, this does not match the consistent 

comments that Pichon-Parat built a small series 

of cars between 1956 and ’58. Their Talbot Sport 

model, while streamlined in a sense, still made a 

bow to the designs of the past (early 1950s, aka 

C-type Jaguar). It was also said to have a CdX of 

0.75 but it was lighter and so out-performed the 

coupe. Handling wise, all the Talbot Lago cars, 

both this model and previous ones were 

renowned for their dynamics. 

1957 was also the year when Bernard Pichon 

was approached by the vivid American stylist 

and designer Raymond Loewy. The rapid 

expansion of the Sens workshop in the field of 

sport gained Pichon-Parat a reputation for fast 

and efficient work.  Their quality of workmanship 

and prolific output became a topic of 

conversation at the salons and events where 

Pichon-Parat showed and displayed their cars. Of 

course, top designers from the world over would 

visit the European events, and it was through 

such an occasion that Bernard Pichon entered 

into conversation with this famous American 

stylist. Loewy approached Pichon with a view to 

possible future business, not only on his own 

behalf, but also on that of his then present 

employer Studebaker. Studebaker was 

struggling to keep afloat, and Loewy, thinking 

about testing the waters with new prototypes for 

possible future cars, needed an operation that 

would do an efficient but good job without 

spending too much time or money. 

The first car he ordered was one for himself, 

personally. It was a sports car based on the 

BMW 507 V8, a car that was originally designed 

by well-known designer Albrecht Graf von 

Goertz. The Goertz car was considered by many 

to be a classic in its time, but never really caught 

on as hoped, partly because of its price. Actually, 

the story goes deeper, for it was Loewy who 

gave Goertz his big break when he arranged a 

job for him at the Studebaker design studio. 

Goertz used that position to establish his own 

New York business in the 1950s, through which 

he met Max Hoffman and eventually led to 

designing the BMW 507. Apparently Loewy 

thought he could do better with his own design 

Above: an American ‘replica’, right a rump view of an original, 
below a Largo Talbot GT and engine 
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for the 507, and saw Pichon-Parat as the people 

to carry out the work. 

However, the BMW was also to be the first of his 

study ideas for possible incorporation into 

production vehicles. It embodied the simplified 

form he predicted would establish a future trend, 

and its influence was evident in the appearance 

of the later Studebaker Avanti which became an 

icon. 

The actual base car shared its V8 with the BMW 

503. This was a larger GT whose 3168cc engine 

was that fitted to one of the three Talbots 

entered in the 1955 Le Mans. Although a small 

capacity V8, this engine was not particularly 

exotic, but did produce a reasonable 150bhp SAE 

(110kW) with a still quite low compression ratio 

of 7.8:1. It had pushrod overhead valves but 

was helped by two twin-choke 32NDIX 

carburettors. This was mated to a close ratio 4-

speed manual gearbox. 

The 507 actually used an extensively shortened 

503 floorpan/ base-frame; from 111.6” down to 

98”. But, at 190.4” long and 49.50’ high, it was 

still of considerable proportions (for comparison, 

a 1955 MGA on a 94” wheelbase is 156” long). 

Its body was, however, made mainly of hand 

formed aluminium, helping to keep its weight 

within bounds; 1330kg, or 2900 lb. It was this 

artisan approach to the construction of the 507 

that made it simpler to restyle, but also more 

expensive to build in its original form, therefore 

limiting its market appeal. Performance per 

dollar was middle-ground too, with a 0:100kph 

(62mph) time of 11.1 seconds and a 122mph top 

speed with its mid-range 3.7:1 final drive. 

The suspension incorporated some interesting 

approaches; the front included torsion bar 

sprung parallel double wishbones and an anti-

BMW 508 
mechanics and 
chassis layout 

An original 

sketch 

Car suits ‘low 

down’ photos 

Prominent rear 

lights and 

BMW bonnet 

badge feature 

Sculpturing of 
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swaybar. Rear suspension has a live axle, 

also sprung by torsion bars and located 

laterally by a Panhard rod, plus a central 

transverse A-arm to control acceleration 

and braking forces. Brakes were either 

Alfin drum of 11.2” diameter (284.5 mm) 

or later on, Girling disc.  

Loewy’s car was built as a hardtop coupe, 

rather than a roadster with optional 

hardtop like the 507. It was probably a 

bit way-out in many respects for the 

time, as was a lot of Loewy’s work, but it 

set the stage. Other than the lineage to 

the 1961 Avanti, the Stingray Corvette 

first seen in 1963 shows influences 

from the Loewy BMW around its rear 

window and front end curvature. 

Prominent use of lamps was another 

forecast of the future. The body is 

believed to be made of aluminium, 

although the Avanti that followed 

was made from fibreglass. Certainly, 

at 1200kg the Loewy BMW was a 

handy 130kg lighter than the 

original. This car still exists; Loewy 

donated it to the L.A. County 

Natural History Museum in 1962.  

For 1959 Loewy and Pichon-Parat 

were back together building two new  
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Loewy cars. These were a 1959 Cadillac 

Eldorado de Ville Coupe for Loewy’s private 

use, again, and the Lancia Loraymo 

concept car based on a Lancia Flaminia.  

The Eldorado may not be what many think 

of as a basis for a GT car, and certainly not 

a sports car, but in many ways these big 

American coupes suited United States style 

grand touring down to a T. Even on 

winding mountain-passes, provided the 

roads were wide enough, these cars in as 

good as new condition performed better 

than one might think. I have only driven an 

old car with loose steering and worn 

dampers, but I have spoken with a couple 

of motorsport drivers from speedway, rally 

and race car backgrounds who have driven 

similar models as new, and even used 

them for rallies and races. Their comments 

make an interesting reflection, as they said 

Three original photos   
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the cars were a lot quicker than 

people expect, and are easy to 

drive fast through corners. The 

long soft suspension soaks up the 

bumps while roll is resisted by 

having a comparative wide track 

versus low centre of gravity. See 

an old Eldorado or Chrysler 300 

alongside a large modern car; 

they are actually not much bigger, 

but their width to height ratio is far better suited 

for fast motoring where weight transfer is a 

direct factor of centre of gravity height divided 

by track width. These drivers also said that the 

longer wheelbase made them easy to pedal fast, 

although ultimately they would prove less nimble 

or less quick to change direction, which has its 

benefits in difficult conditions (for an averagely 

good driver) and drawbacks (for an exceptional 

one). 

Loewy’s custom Coupe de Ville was used as his 

own personal car from 1959 to 1970. He actually 

purchased a new car and had it delivered directly 

to Pichon-Parat where they worked on Loewy’s 

redesign to transform it into this elegant coupe. 

It was originally painted in light blue-green 

metallic paint with a white roof, as shown at the 

1959 Paris Salon. Loewy and his family used it in 

Europe, then shipped it back to the States where 

it spent most of its time in New York and Palm 

Springs, California. In 1970, it was sold to 

Loewy's next-door neighbour, a car collector who 

sold it in 1971 to a European collector who 

stored it until fairly recently. When ‘rediscovered’ 

it was still in a highly original state and showing 

approximately 41,000 kilometres with all of its 

original and important parts complete and intact, 

but in need of a complete rebuild. This has now 

happened, with the new owner changing it to a 

favourite Loewy colour scheme.  

The design was a masterful piece of 

transformative style, for the car used much of 



the original but managed to look quite different. 

The mid-section, including scuttle, roof and 

pillars, doors and all glazing are all carried over, 

as is the frame including floor and rear bulkhead, 

suspension, engine and transmission. If the poor 

visibility photos of the unrestored car give a true 

indication, then it appears at least one 

engineering modification was carried out in that 

the engine was moved right to the back of the 

engine bay, and an inch or two lower down. The 

original Eldorado interior was retained too, with 

the only real changes being the complete front 

and rear bodywork forward and aft of the 

passenger cell, which in the same breath were 

both more toned down and yet more way-out. 

Style-wise I recall seeing pictures some years 

ago, and like the BMW, it seemed a bit too 

outlandish to me, especially around the nose. 

But familiarity brings contentment or at least 

respect, and now when I look at them I find their 

styles exciting and invigorating. I even like the 

nose, but find the number plate holder a bit of 

an afterthought, and in fact to me it looks 

different from the one shown in some of the 

original photos. 

Dimensions of the wheelbase and tracks are 130 

x 61”. Overall length, width, height of the 

original is 225 x 80.2 x 54.7”; lower but much 

wider in track than many a period European 

tourer. The Loewy car’s body dimensions were 

not greatly different. Its period engine was an 

under-square 6384cc V8 of 101.6 x 98.4mm 

bore/ stroke, running a 10.5:1 compression ratio 

due to the then better American fuel, and giving 

345 SAE gross bhp at 4800rpm (probably less 

than 300 DIN) and 435 lb.ft of torque at 

3400rpm. Eldorados were fitted with 4-barrel 

Rochester carburettors, rather than the standard 

Carter, giving another 20bhp. 

With an all up weight of 2202kg, it gave the 

original car a calculated optimal 0:60mph time of 

9.3 seconds, 0:100 in 27.6 sec and a top speed 

of 125mph. In testing it achieved 0:60 in 10.5 

seconds, and the same top speed. However, with 

less overhang, particularly at the rear, the Loewy 

and Sens version no doubt reduced overall 

weight appreciably, and in doing so achieving 

performance figures closer to the calculated. It is 

nice to know that this is one of the famous one-

off Pichon-Parat cars again running in good 

order. 

In the year of the Cadillac, Loewy and Pichon 

drew together to produce another masterful but 

Opposite to BMW model, the Cadillac suites higher ‘shots’   Large but handsome Check out little details 



very different show piece. It was the Lancia 

Flaminia GT based Lancia Loraymo; a name 

made up from three syllables in his own name; 

Lor, ay, mo.  

The Flaminia is quite a large vehicle for its 2.5 

litre capacity. The GT has a 99” wheelbase and 

177”overall length, whereas the saloon’s 

dimensions are 113 and 192”. Almost American! 

Actually, other than being 5 plus inches 

narrower, the salon is almost identical in size to 

a 2012 Holden Commodore which has a 114.8” 

wheelbase, but at 1440kg the Lancia weighs 

260kg less. Mind you, as the V6 Holden has a 

claimed 255 bhp versus 110 for the 2458cc V6 

Lancia saloon, performance levels are a different 

matter… The Pininfarina Coupe weighed virtually 

the same as the saloon but it was 4” narrower 

and 7” lower, aiding a better CdA and top speed 

which was in the 115mph range. However, there 

were GT versions by Zagato and Touring with 

weights of 1247kg to 1340kg. Dimensions for 

the coupe are; L x W x H at 177.2 x 65.4 x 

51.4”, W/b 99”, tracks f/r 54” 4500x1660 

x1305; 2520 x1370mm). Because of its lower 

frontal area, the CdA for both the standard 

Flaminia GT and the 2012 Commodore are 

similar at around 0.65, meaning the Holden has 

a better Cd. 

To address the original Aurelia’s V6 drawback of 
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being very undersquare/ long-stroke, the 

new Flaminia 2458cc version of the light, 

all alloy sohc engine was now 78 x 

81.5mm; still not oversquare but close, 

and that was addressed by the 2775cc 

version with a 85mm bore that came in 

1962 (some data lists it as arriving 

shortly after the 2.5 in 1957). However, 

with triple Solex sidedraft carbs the 2.5 

litre sport engine fitted to the GT 

produced a much healthier 140bhp at 

5500rpm. In this 

form it could 

accelerate to 

62mph in 11 

seconds and 

reach a 125mph 

top speed. 

Power for the GT 

went up to 

150bhp with the 

2.8, and 

eventually over 

160bhp with 

triple Weber 

carburettors in 

later (1967-70) 

special body 

forms that could 

now reach 

136mph/ 

220kph. Until 

then, the cars 

were often seen 

as mini Ferraris 

without Ferrari style performance. 

For 1959 Loewy’s car addressed 

some of the current performance 

Later Lancia  V6, Roof mounted aerofoil, Lots of interesting details 
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issues further. To increase the power the engine 

got a rare four-barrel Weber carburettor and a 

Nardi air-intake system. A special tubular air-

duct formed into the top of the bonnet was 

added to ram feed the carburettor at speed; 

adding another 4 or 5 bhp at maximum speed. 

Like Touring and Zagato cars, the body was all 

aluminium with a special tubular steel frame 

chassis. Weight saving is not specified, but its 

final weight is likely to be similar to the BMW car 

at around 1200kg. Careful attention was paid to 

managing airflow by fairing in the various shapes 

and vents, and for example, the addition of little 

winglets at the rear of the front guards and 

rolled up edges on the rear ones, with truncated 

reverse camber tailboard. An aileron at the rear 

of the roof was designed to act like an inverted 

aeroplane wing, with its angle of incidence being 

adjustable according to need. Loewy applied for 

a patent on this. 

The chrome frame around the perforated front 

grille acts as a front bumper and is mounted off 

the chassis, separate from the grille, on a form 

of shock absorber and slides freely within the 

shell of the surrounding body.  The spare wheel 

is accessible within a well through the panel 

under the rear bumper. Again, lighting has been 

featured both front and rear. Completion was 

late 1959 in time for the Paris Salon. 

Other nice features of the original Flaminia GT 

were a rear mounted 4-speed transaxle, servo 

assisted 4-wheel disc brakes – inboard at the 

rear, and now a double wishbone front 

suspension with coils and telescopic dampers, 

while retaining the De Dion rear suspension. All 

reports delighted in the car’s on road behaviour, 

and even recent tests say that a good example 

drives like a much more modern machine; 

neutral handling, ride, gear change, engine 

sweetness, steering that doesn’t load up and 

remains precise even though it is an older type 

worm and nut, were all praised and enjoyed in a 

modern non-classic car road test. These 

features, along with the benefits outlined above 

for the Loewy-Pichon Parat car could have only 

made it better. So what has happened to it since 

then…?  

Late 1960-61 Loewy again went to Pichon Parat 

to develop further prototypes based on the new 

Studebaker Avanti GT– the car that Loewy and 

the Studebaker board had hoped would turn 

their luck around, but was proving too avant-

garde for the American public at large. Again, 

Pichon Parat got the job because of their ability 

to do a great job expediently and relatively 

cheaply. The Avanti prototypes were built in two 

different forms based on the regular Avanti GT, 

but with steel bodies. One was a 2-4 door saloon 

(it had 2 doors on one side, four on the other), 

and the other a 2-door estate or ‘shooting 

brake’. The completed cars went back to South 

Bend, Indiana but Studebaker was all but spent 

by then.  

It was in 1960 after being involved with Loewy in 

doing the Avanti and also their first Citroën DS 

conversion, an Estate, that Bernard Pichon left 

the partnership of Pichon Parat. It continued 

under its original name, now run solely by André 

Parat. 

On this their first DS wagon, as Raymond Loewy 

made some sketches followed by a model using 

craft paper, and in just a 

month and a half they had 

made the transformation of 

the entire back of the 

wagon that incorporated a 

new rear fender line 

creating a ridge or chest 

that curved around into 

the tail, and also included 

a boot shaped entry. The 

very tail end was slightly 

reminiscent of the Avanti 

they had just been 

working on, while the front 

end received headlights 



spliced into the front fenders behind a 

Plexiglas cover that Raymond Loewy made 

by changing oblong eyepieces from a 1961 

Citroën  Ami 6. The wing line was then 

flowed back to conjoin with the original single 

headlamp shape fender. After this break from 

the United States, Loewy returned home 

taking the Citroën with him.  

By now Parat was alone doing repair work 

and coachbuilding a few special cars. In 1960 

he also started building his first estate 

conversions based on the current ID 19 

model. The ID 19 was a simplified DS 19, 

with slightly detuned engine and removal of 

a number of the ID’s special features, 

including the hydraulic clutch and 

gearchange mechanism, the hydraulic power 

steering (gearing was lowered to cope; 4.1 

turns as opposed to DS's 2.9) and hydraulic 

power brakes. This resulted in a far simpler 

hydraulic installation required to operate the 

suspension only, and thus fulfilling the 

cheaper role of the outgoing Traction Avant. 

In 1961, the competition department of 

Citroën commissioned a sports coupe from 

the Sens company. For this Citroën sent 

complete standard DS bodied vehicles for 

Pichon-Parat to change; these were the ID19 

models (simpler, lighter than the DS). Sens 

incorporated the front bumper that had a 

larger opening for cooling. Also at the front, 

Parat created a bonnet scoop near the 

leading edge of the bonnet for carburettor 

feed, plus extra vents under front headlights 

for brake cooling, and others under the 



bumper for the oil cooler.  

He changed the front guards to install 

the Pichon-Parat dual headlight 

system (marketed at the time as an 

accessory kit) which he subsequently 

replaced in 1963 with the similar style 

production units from the new 

Panhard 24 CT (Citroën now partly 

owned Panhard too, and the 24CT 

was meant as a model to fit between 

the Citroën Ami and ID). The 

emergence of dual optical lights on 

the Citroën DS and ID in 1969 put an 

end to this work for Parat.  

The roof was reconstructed and lowered by 

50 mm while the standard windscreen and 

front pillars were leaned back to suit. Parat 

changed the entire car from the B-pillar 

back, including the removal of the two rear 

doors and adding new C-pillars that allowed 

the use of a DS style rear screen. A more 

regular type boot and lid now featured with 

a truncated Kamm style tail, plus round 

taillights from the Simca 1000. The rear 

bodywork had a tiny lip right around its 

trailing edge with the tailboard inset. This is 

a similar treatment to the transom of a 

planing hull yacht. The end restyle was 

done in the currently fashionable 'Ferrari 

GTO look', but it tended to make the car 
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appear a bit voluptuous, or perhaps even 

bulbous.  

This appearance, however, was emphasised by 

the fact that the whole rear of the car was 

actually shortened; the wheelbase being reduced 

from an original 3124mm to approximately 

2820mm - about 90% (123” and 111”). DS / ID 

chassis are a bit like a Meccano set construction 

with a bolt-together base platform chassis 

combined with the floorpan that has a skeletal 

type pressed steel frame bolted on top. This 

outlines the complete car on which the bodywork 

is hung. So shortening it up was a do-able cut-n-

shut task without too many headaches or 

expense. Making new roof and modified rear 

pillars was relevant however, as the sloping roof 

structure would otherwise not marry up too 

well… And even more to the point, to reduce 

weight up high (and thus lower centre of 

gravity), the roofs on the saloons were made of 

fibreglass and could not be simply reshaped. This 

attention to detail by Citroen meant that the 

original ID weighed a very lithe 1185kg for its 

size. Even the more heavily equipped DS models 

only weighed 1275kg. The smaller Sens cars 

were even less (unspecified). 

There are many interesting technical features in 

these model Citroens, many of which are familiar 

to car enthusiasts. A couple more relevant to 

performance criteria are the inboard front brakes 

to reduce unsprung weight, the hydro-pneumatic 

suspension which suited rallying with its ability 

to absorb all sorts of road conditions, and the 

fact that the front track was a lot wider than the 

rear (as were the rims and tyres) to overcome 

understeer characteristics more prevalent in 

earlier front drive vehicles with their narrower 

tyres (f/r tracks, an appreciable 59.1” vs. 51.7”).  

After the initial cars, the engines were updated 

from long to short stroke dimensions, with 

eventually three different capacities (1985cc, 

2175cc, 2347cc denoted by ID/DS 19, 21 and 

23) and from 83bhp to 109bhp and up to 143bhp 

DIN with the fuel-injected 2347 engine. 

In an attempt to remain competitive, in 1971 the 

Citroen Competition Department sent a car to 

Pichon-Parat for an even more radical 

shortening, with a wheelbase down to 2580mm; 

still a relatively long 101.6” but less than 83% of 

the original. However, with this reduction its 

wide front/ narrow rear tracks became a lot 

more obvious and the car changed from having a 

mild tendency towards understeer to having a 

strong propensity to oversteer. It took a few 

events to sort out, but this characteristic 

assisted in improved stage times and for the 

1972 Rallye du Portugal, in the hands of Björn 

Waldegaard, it achieved a 3rd place out of 122 

starters and just 22 finishers. It may have done 



better had it not been for some electrical 

problems during the stages.  

These competition cars had an increased 

capacity engine too, now at 2475cc, and two 

twin-choke 48mm Weber carburettors giving 

190bhp at 6,000rpm. 

The exact numbers built is unknown, but it is 

estimated to be at least a dozen and probably 

much more, plus others too of the convertible 

model. A number of different versions were built 

from 1965 on using modified ID and DS 19, 21 

and 23 mechanical bits that were rallied by the 

Citroën Competition Department. It is also said 

that Pichon-Parat Coupés were built by two other 

associated coachbuilders; certainly at least two 

other coachbuilders built similar shortened 

coupes and convertibles and GT style cars. 

After the ID/DS reign, Citroen handed its rally 

baton first to the SM, then to the CX. A wide 

variety of cars were created on the DS platform 

during its production life, and afterwards, a 

number of which echoed the radically shortened 

style of the last Parat-Citroen Competition 

Department cars, some of which appear to be 

even shorter still (more another time). 

Apart from quite a high number of Estates for 

Panhard, Citroen and particularly BMW, there 

weren’t so many new Sports or GT cars being 

created by the firm of Pichon-Parat. Andre Parat 

died in 1966, although it seems the company 

continued for some while longer. The last sports 

car build by Parat before he departed was a 

special 1966 E-Type Jaguar redesigned by Loewy 

for his own use.  

 

Pichon-Parat even did a convertible version of the 
little Vespa 400  

Left: promotional brochures   

Below: American Speedster and Loewy’s E-Type 
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Pichon-Parat Dolomite 1954 
Engine: Panhard 851cc (85 x 75mm) 
Bore x Stroke / c.r.:   85 x 75mm, 8.2:1 
Carburation: Solex double barrel 
Power: 50 bhp @ 5500rpm 
Speed: 150 kph / 94mph  
Body: Dural tube frame, Duralinox body  
Length: 3600mm / 141.7” 
Width: 1470mm / 57.9” 
Height: 1180mm / 46.5” 
Weight: 480kgs 
Wheelbase: 2130mm / 83.9” 
Track f/r: 1220mm / 48.0” 
Basis: Dyna Panhard X 86NT 

Production: 1954-56 

 
 

Pichon-Parat Junior Coupe 1955 
Engine: Panhard 851cc (85 x 75mm) 
Bore x Stroke / c.r.:   85 x 75mm, 7.5:1 
Carburation: Solex double barrel 
Power: 42 bhp @ 5000rpm 
Speed: 134 kph / 84mph  
Body: tube frame, mild steel body  
Length: 3700mm / 145.7” 
Width: 1520mm / 59.8” 
Height: 130mm / 51.2” 
Weight: 615kgs ? 
Wheelbase: 2130mm / 83.9” 
Track f/r: 1220mm / 48.0” 
Basis: Dyna Panhard X 86 

Production: 1950-57 

 


